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Abstract

Sensory evaluation of foods is as important as chem-
ical, physical or microbiological examinations, being
specially relevant in food industries. Classical meth-
ods can be long and costly, making them less suitable
for certain industries like the wine industry. Some al-
ternatives have arisen recently, including Nappingr,
where the tasters represent the sensory distances be-
tween products by positioning them on a tablecloth;
the more similar they perceive the products, the closer
they position them on the tablecloth. This method
uses multiple factor analysis (MFA) to process the
data collected. The present paper introduces the
software SensoGraph, which makes use of proximity
graphs to analyze those data. The application is de-
scribed and experimental results are presented in or-
der to compare the performances of SensoGraph and
Nappingr, using eight wines from the Toro region and
two groups of twelve tasters with di�erent expertise.

1 Sensory analysis

The goal of sensory evaluation of foods is the study
of the sensations they produce. When consuming a
food, stimulus of several classes are perceived; vi-
sual (color, shape, brightness), tactile (at �ngertips
or mouth epithelium), odorous (at nose epithelium),
gustatory (at taste buds), and even auditory (e.g., for
crunchy food). The norm ISO 5492:2008 de�nes sen-
sory analysis as the science related to the evaluation
of organoleptic attributes of a product by the senses,
and other ISO norms unify the tools and methods
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used for that evaluation. The sensory examination
turns out to be as important as chemical, physical or
microbiological examinations, being specially relevant
in food industries.
The main tool in sensory analysis is a panel of

tasters, either experts or consumers, who evaluate
the products from an analytic and/or hedonic point
of view. As any other instrument depends on its
calibration, such a panel depends on human be-
ings. Their perceptions are translated into quanti�-
able data, which is then treated by means of di�erent
methods.
The classical method is descriptive analysis, which

aims to describe the sensory characteristics of a prod-
uct and use them to quantify the sensory di�erences
between products [11]. Di�erent implementations of
this method provide a quantitative description of the
sensory attributes perceived by a group of expert
tasters, chosen because of their sensory abilities, who
are trained to describe and evaluate sensory di�er-
ences among products. Such a training is a critical
step in the creation of an expert panel of tasters, when
tasters agree on the de�nitions of descriptors and the
use of scales, in order to provide reliable and consis-
tent results.
However, this training can be long and costly, mak-

ing it less suitable for certain industries like the wine
industry. There, sensory characterization is usually
performed by the oenologist in charge of the winery,
for whom it is di�cult to enrol in a panel requiring a
regular activity during a long time. Thus, in the last
years several alternative methods have been proposed,
aiming to provide a fast sensory positioning of a set of
products, in order to avoid the most time-consuming
steps in classical methods. A prominent one among
these alternatives is Nappingr [12]. In a single ses-
sion, all the products are provided simultaneously to
the tasters, who represent the sensory distances be-
tween products by positioning them on a tablecloth.
Products which are perceived as similar should be po-
sitioned close to each other, while products perceived
as di�erent should be positioned far enough. Each
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taster chooses the criteria and the relative importance
given. These data are later processed using multiple
factor analysis (MFA) [4], in order to take into ac-
count the criteria and relative importance of all the
tasters. Despite having both advantages and disad-
vantages, Nappingr has become a useful tool when
some accuracy can be sacri�ced for the sake of a faster
study [13].

2 Proximity graphs

Given a set of points in the plane, a (geometric)
proximity graph connects two of them according to
a chosen proximity criterion. These graphs have been
widely used in order to analyze the relative position
of points, for instance looking for clusters or span-
ning structures. See [1, 7] and the references therein.
Thus, it seems natural to use them in order to an-
alyze the data collected by a tablecloth method for
sensory analysis, like Nappingr. Among the many
di�erent types of proximity graphs, we have chosen
the following:

Nearest Neighbor Graph (NNG): Each point is
joined to the closest among the remaining points [14].

k-Nearest Neighbor Graph (k-NNG): In this gen-
eralization of the NNG, each point is joined to the k
closest among the remaining points.

Minimum Spanning Tree (MST): Among the
trees passing through all the given points, the MST is
the one which minimizes the sum of edge lenghts [10].

Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG): This
graph, introduced by Toussaint [15], joins two points
P,Q if there is no point whose distances to both P
and Q are smaller than the distance d(P,Q).

k-Relative Neighborhood Graph (k-RNG): The
generalization of the RNG which allows up to k points
with distances to both P and Q smaller than d(P,Q).

Gabriel Graph (GG): In this graph two points P,Q
are joined if there is no other point inside the closed
disk which has the segment PQ as diameter [5].

k-Gabriel Graph (k-GG): Generalization of the GG
allowing up to k points to lie inside the closed disk.

Delaunay Triangulation (DT): Three points
P,Q,R form a triangle precisely if their circumcircle
does not contain any other point [3].

k-Delaunay Triangulation (k-DT):Generalization
of the DT allowing up to k points to lie inside the
closed disk.

β-skeleton (β-SK): A family of proximity graphs,
one for each value of β ≥ 0, see [9] for more details.
For β = 1 we get the GG. For β = 2 we get the RNG.

Unit Disk Graph (UDG): In this graph two points
P,Q are joined if the distance d(P,Q) between them
is no greater than a �xed threshold [2].

3 The SensoGraph application

SensoGraph is an application, still under develop-
ment, which aims to use proximity graphs for the anal-
ysis of data collected from tablecloth sensory meth-
ods like Nappingr. The interface intends to be intu-
itive and easy to use, so that no special knowledge is
needed.

Tasting data are stored in the form of an m × 2n
matrix, in which there is a row per product and a pair
of columns per taster, storing the two coordinates as-
signed to the corresponding product. In a �rst screen,
this matrix can be manually created or inserted from
a CSV �le, according to the IETF RFC 4180 stan-
dard. After insertion, the matrix can be modi�ed by
adding or removing rows or columns, as well as by
editing an individual entry. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: Matrix of tasting data.

After accepting the data matrix, a new screen is
shown. There, the user can choose a type of proxim-
ity graph among the ones speci�ed in Section 2. For
those proximity graphs depending on a parameter, k-
NNG, k-RNG, k-GG, k-DT, β-SK, and UDG, the user
can change the value of the parameter. Furthermore,
the application allows to intersect any of the graphs
considered with the UDG, in case the user wants to
avoid too long edges.

For the given choice of a type of proximity graph,
the application generates the graph for each of the
taster's tablecloths. The user can choose a taster and
check its tablecloth and the resulting graph. When
visualizing a tablecloth, it is also possible to change
the type of proximity graph, in order to check the
di�erences between them. See Figure 2.

Figure 2: Tablecloth for taster number 2 with the
UDG for radius 10.
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Furthermore, chosen a type of proximity graph, the
user can also merge all the tablecloths and their corre-
sponding graphs into a single, global, picture. There,
every edge is shown with a thickness, computed ac-
cording to a simple function: The thickness corre-
sponds to the number of tasters for which that edge
appears in the proximity graph. This representation
encodes the global opinion of the panel of tasters, so
that those products perceived as similar are joined by
thicker edges, while products considered di�erent are
joined by thinner edges (or even not joined at all).

In order to position the vertices of this global pic-
ture, SensoGraph considers the edges like springs
which try to approach their endpoints, with a strength
proportional to the edge thickness. Thus, vertices
joined by thicker edges become closer than those
joined by thinner edges. In this new picture, the prod-
ucts considered similar by the panel of tasters can be
recognized not only by the thickness of the edge be-
tween them, but also by their mutual distance, see
Figures 4, 6, and 8. Such a positioning is performed
by a slight adaptation of the algorithm by Kamada
and Kawai [8].

Since some types of proximity graphs insist in join-
ing vertices which are far apart, SensoGraph o�ers a
second way of computing the thickness of an edge.
The distance function also looks only at the edges
appearing in the proximity graph chosen but, in addi-
tion, it takes into account their length, decreasing the
contribution of long edges to the total thickness. As
mentioned above, the user can also choose to discard
too long edges, by intersecting any of the proximity
graphs with the UDG.

Furthermore, the user can also peel the graph in the
global picture, by removing edges below any chosen
thickness, in order to keep only the most relevant ones.

4 Experimental results

Eight wines from the Toro region, elaborated us-
ing di�erent yeasts during the alcoholic fermentation,
were considered. Two panels, of twelve non-trained
tasters each, were selected. The experts panel was
composed by people, mainly young, with some knowl-
edge of the techniques for sensory analysis of wines.
The non-experts panel was composed by plain con-
sumers, with di�erent ages and levels of knowledge.
Each of the panels performed a session of Nappingr,
and the experts panel repeated for a second session, in
order to check for improvements due to such a slight
training.

The data from those three sessions was then pro-
cessed both by multiple factor analysis (MFA) [6], as
usual in Nappingr, and by SensoGraph. Figures 3
to 8 show the results obtained, with SensoGraph us-
ing GG and the simple thickness function.

Figure 3: Experts panel, Nappingr.

Figure 4: Experts panel, SensoGraph.

Figure 5: Repetition of experts panel, Nappingr.

Figure 6: Repetition of experts panel, SensoGraph.
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Figure 7: Non-experts panel, Nappingr.

Figure 8: Non-experts panel, SensoGraph.

Among the three sessions performed, the most rep-
resentative results of Nappingr were those from the
repetition of the experts panel. Figure 5 shows a
35.25% of the variation explained by the �rst di-
mension and a 26.23% of the remaining variation ex-
plained by the second dimension, for a total inertia of
61.48%. Being this the session for which Nappingr

is most reliable, it is the one chosen to compare with
the results provided by SensoGraph.

For that session, using SensoGraph with the sim-

ple thickness function provides the same clusters as
Nappingr for all the graphs considered except for
NNG, which has too few edges, and for k-DT, which
has too many edges. Using the distance thickness
function does not change the elements in the clus-
ters, although the whole picture appears expanded
and highlights only the strongest connections between
di�erent clusters. Furthermore, it improves the re-
sults for the extreme cases above, leading to the same
clusters as Nappingr for k-DT and palliating the dif-
ferences for NNG.

A possible advantage of SensoGraph is giving other
kind of information than Nappingr. Apart from pro-
viding several types of proximity graphs and parame-
ters to test with, SensoGraph shows how the di�erent
clusters are connected. For an example, Figures 5
and 6 lead to the same three clusters, but only the
one from SensoGraph shows that they are actually
quite connected, re�ecting the fact that all the wines
considered were actually quite similar [6].
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